POP TOPS

2019 SERIES
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW 2019 RANGE
This is one of the most exciting times in our 44-year
history. Jayco is known for innovation and taking
caravan design and your holiday relaxation to the next
level. This year, we are proud to introduce you to a range
of technology-led features that are designed to enhance
your holiday.
We’ve listened to our owners and partnered with some
exciting suppliers to deliver a flexible new range of
space-saving Jayco pop tops. These are very
clever caravans.
New features for 2019 include our Jayco-exclusive
smartphone app that creates a central hub for operating
a range of appliances, depending on which options
you choose.
Jayco Pop Top range combines the storage advantages
of a caravan with the hitch-and-go freedom of a camper
trailer, all with space-saving advantages of a roof that
that folds flatter for easy stowing.
We have taken our inspiration for this year’s interiors from
the landscapes of Australia, providing a soothing backdrop
for any great Australian road trip, large or small.
When you buy a Jayco, you can relax – it’s full of
engineering expertise. All our products are designed by
Australians, made locally with the challenging Australian
conditions in mind.
As life takes you on the road, let Jayco be your partner
in adventure with your choice of our new 2019 Pop Top
Caravan range.
Enjoy.
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JAYCO FREEDOM POP TOP
Why buy second-hand when you can afford new? Jayco Freedom pop tops provide
exceptional value for money and the uncompromising standards of Jayco products.
With a choice of two floor plans, Jayco Freedom pop tops are compact on the outside with
ample living space for couples. The reduced height makes it easy to tow and manoeuver,
especially in treed areas.
Market-leading, fully insulated quad-layer walls comprise of internal wall ply and
insulation, aluminium frame, external 3 mm ply and external aluminium cladding, making
you warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
Each product in the Jayco Freedom pop top range has all the necessities for uncomplicated
camping with a price point to match. The bag awning extends your living space to the
outdoors and protects against the elements.

“Love weekend getaways and family holidays in our
new Jayco Freedom, its simple and stress-free set-up.”

The Jayco Freedom pop top range is a perfect solution for travellers looking to start their
caravanning adventures.

Deon Cross, QLD
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GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY
All Jayco Freedom pop tops include a functional kitchen with two-burner cooktop
and griller, a 91-litre three-way fridge and modern interior cabinetry. Roof-mounted
air-conditioning units are standard in Jayco Freedom pop tops. Euro styled interiors
complete a clean, modern look.
The furniture in Jayco Freedom pop top is built on an exclusive aluminium frame for extra
strength, and finished in durable commercial-grade fabrics.
Technology Innovation: Sit back, relax and download the new JHub phone app to
monitor it all from one intuitive app on your phone*.
And if you are planning to go bush, consider the optional 120 W solar panel and 100 Ah
battery for peace of mind.
Euro-styled interiors in neutral colours
invite to accessorise and make your second
home your own.

12.38-1

Touring

Unleash your inner chef: 3-burner
cooktop/griller, 91 litres 3-way fridge and
plenty of space for all cooking utensils in
this functional kitchen.

12.38-2

Touring

Body Length

3830mm

Body Length

3830mm

Interior Length

3595mm

Interior Length

3595mm

Travel Length

5000mm

Travel Length

5000mm

Travel Height

2550mm

Travel Height

2550mm

Interior Height

2100mm

Interior Height

2100mm

Travel Width

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

110kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

115kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1070kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1065kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

*within Bluetooth range

|
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JAYCO FREEDOM POP TOP FEATURES
Standard

Optional

- Not available

APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL

INTERIOR GENERAL

Air conditioning - Dometic Freshjet

Awning - Rear Bag Awning

Cooktop - Spinflo 2 Burner (with flame failure device)

12 V - BMPRO Battery management system with
JHub app intergration

Boot - side entry with large storage

Fridge - Thetford N304 91L 3 way

Gas Bayonet

Microwave

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9kg fixed

Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with external speakers

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

TV Antenna - 12V power boosted

Solar system - 120W panel

TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)

Table - external fold-out

COMFORT

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Beds - lift up with storage & orthopaedic slats
(extending 150mm for double beds)

Ventilation - Pop Top tent window flyscreens

Comfortable seating in durable designer fabric &
antibacterial seat foam

Water tank - 1 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

Mattress - innerspring
CONSTRUCTION
Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised
Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing
Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation
Suspension - axle & leaf springs
Walls - fully insulated, aluminium frame & external
aluminium cladding
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Wheels - 14” 185/70R14 with single spare
Wheels - nitrogen-filled

Bed converter to dinette seating area
Control panel - BMPRO JControl LED display
Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers
Furrion Bluetooth Speaker Dock
Power point
Roof Hatch - 400mm x 400mm
Tap - hand pump to sink
Tap - Mains pressure to sink
Windows - double-glazed Euro push style with
roller blinds
SAFETY
Door - external triple lock with security screen
Water Filler - lockable

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

BMPRO battery management system prevents the battery from being overly discharged.
And with the new JHub phone app you’ll always know how much power is left.*

MORE FEATURES FOR LESS

Purpose-built roof-mounted air conditioners are purpose-built to withstand towing
vibration and are weatherproof for a longer lifespan.

MORE FEATURES FOR LESS

Add shelter, protection and privacy with the rear bag awning which takes minutes to roll
out and in.

NEW LOOK

Make a bold visual statement with stylish black alloy wheels.

E xce p t i o n a l va l u e fo r m on e y.
*within Bluetooth range

|
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JAYCO JOURNEY POP TOP
Jayco’s most popular pop top range, Jayco Journey, is tough yet comfortable, and
great value for money. With nine different floorplans, Jayco Journey pop tops
sleep up to 6 people.
Built to last with Jayco’s multilayered, vacuum-bonded fibreglass walls that are hail- and
dent-resistant, Jayco Journey models boast great thermal and acoustic insulation. And to
cool down quickly in warm weather, simply unzip the vents.
Outback Upgrade: Considering going way off the beaten track? All Jayco Journey pop tops
can be upgraded to an Outback model, featuring:
n

higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions

n

150mm chassis

n

JTECH independent coil suspension

n

120 W solar panel

n

AL-KO outback drop jacks

n

protective aluminium checkerplate on sides

Touring Model

“We love travelling around this great land we live on. Our Jayco
Journey Outback pop top is just perfect for what we do, we have
all the mod cons and can still go off grid and live the dream.
The main feature I love is the stereo, I LOVE playing my country
music through it.”
Tracey Gorman, VIC
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Outback Model

AUSTRALIA’S FAVOURITE: OUR MOST POPULAR RV
Neutral interiors and all the mod cons: don’t think life on the road means going
without. Each Jayco Journey pop top comes with awning with LED strip light,
air conditioning, and some even come with a full ensuite. The well-equipped
kitchen includes four-burner gas cooktop /griller, 91L three-way fridge
and storage for everything.
Comfortable innerspring mattresses are a standard inclusion in all
Jayco Journey RVs.
HIGH TECH: New in 2019: Download the new JHub phone app to monitor water
levels or check battery’s estimated time to discharge.*
OPTION UP YOUR JOURNEY: Our most popular options include:
Furrion 12 V TV/DVD system and Furrion stereo package with high-quality sound,
external shower with hot-water service, additional solar panel and extra battery
to extend your time off-grid.

Generous, light interior makes you feel part of the outdoors.
EASY LIVING

Lippert awning with built-in LED strip to brighten up
your outdoors.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

JHub phone app monitors water usage and battery’s estimated time
to discharge (as long as you have Bluetooth connection).

Generous 91L 3-way fridge is very
quiet and runs on LP gas, 12 V DC or
240 V mains power.
*within Bluetooth range

|
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JOURNEY POP TOP FLOORPLANS
13.42-1

Touring

Outback

13.42-2

Touring

Outback

15.48-4

Body Length

4295mm

4295mm

Body Length

4295mm

4295mm

Interior Length

4120mm

4120mm

Interior Length

4120mm

Travel Length

5775mm

5895mm

Travel Length

Travel Height

2230mm

2445mm

Travel Height

Interior Height 2015mm
Travel Width

Touring

Outback

Body Length

4865mm

4865mm

4120mm

Interior Length

4765mm

4765mm

5775mm

5895mm

Travel Length

6285mm

6395mm

2230mm

2445mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

2015mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

145kg

150kg

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

140kg

150kg

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

145kg

150kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1330kg

1590kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1340kg

1615kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1330kg

1590kg

16.67-4

Touring

Outback

16.67-5

Touring

Outback

17.58-1

Touring

Outback

Body Length

5190mm

5190mm

Body Length

5190mm

5190mm

Body Length

5475mm

5475mm

Interior Length

5065mm

5065mm

Interior Length

5065mm

5065mm

Interior Length

5380mm

5380mm

Travel Length

6835mm

6985mm

Travel Length

6835mm

6985mm

Travel Length

7165mm

7315mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

165kg

180kg

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

170kg

195kg

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

145kg

170kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1570kg

1790kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1570kg

1760kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1650kg

1930kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
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| It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

15.48-5

Touring

Outback

15.48-6

Body Length

4865mm

4865mm

Interior Length

4765mm

Travel Length
Travel Height

Touring

Outback

Body Length

4865mm

4865mm

4765mm

Interior Length

4765mm

4765mm

6285mm

6395mm

Travel Length

6285mm

6395mm

2550mm

2750mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

140kg

150kg

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

140kg

150kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1340kg

1615kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1340kg

1615kg

17.58-3

Touring

Outback

Body Length

5475mm

5475mm

Interior Length

5380mm

5380mm

Travel Length

7165mm

7315mm

Travel Height

2550mm

2750mm

Interior Height 2015mm

2015mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball
Weight
(Approx)

130kg

165kg

Tare Weight
(Approx)

1750kg

2015kg
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JAYCO JOURNEY DX POP TOP
Jayco’s flagship pop top range, Jayco Journey DX, is luxury on wheels. If you are a seasoned
traveller looking for extra tough with more comfort, look no further.
Our signature hot-dipped galvanised tandem-axle chassis is tough and built to last. Jayco’s
market-leading wall construction with multilayered, vacuum-bonded fibreglass walls
provides great thermal and acoustic insulation for extra comfort.
New in 2019: Nautilus instant hot-water system means you will never
run out of hot water.
Outback Upgrade: Considering going way off the beaten track? All Jayco Journey DX pop
tops can be upgraded to an Outback model, featuring:
n

higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions

n

150mm chassis

n

JTECH independent coil suspension

n

120 W solar panel

n

AL-KO outback drop jacks

n

protective aluminium checkerplate on sides
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“We love short weekend getaways. I love the hot shower at
the end of the day. I love our Jayco Journey DX Outback pop
top, because it has everything other vans have, but at a more
reasonable price. All you do is hook it up, and it’s ready to go.”
Robert Gilchrist, NSW

OUR FLAGSHIP POP TOP RANGE
Stylish interiors, elegant finishes and high-end appliances for supreme comfort every
moment aboard.
Available in 2 layouts, Jayco Journey DX pop tops sleep up to 2 people. Each Jayco Journey
DX pop top comes with awning with LED strip light, air conditioning and a full ensuite.
The well-equipped kitchen includes four-burner gas cooktop /griller, 148 litre three-way
fridge and plenty of storage.
Comfortable innerspring mattresses are another standard inclusion in all Journey caravans.
Exclusive to Jayco, internal control panel JControl provides complete transparency of
your Jayco Journey DX’s onboard features. From a single screen, you can monitor water
levels or check battery’s estimated time to discharge. Option up to a portable control
tablet, JHub, or download the new JHub phone app and monitor your water and power
levels within Bluetooth range.
HIGH TECH: New in 2019: Insert a SIM card and enjoy Wi-Fi access for all devices in your
Jayco Journey DX with Sphere Wi-Fi system. If your van goes missing, text it and receive
the location of your pop top.

17.55-8

The furniture in Jayco RVs is built on an
exclusive aluminium frame for extra
strength and durability.

Practical touch: roomy Euro style
kitchen drawers glide easily and make
storing a breeze.

Touring

Outback

17.55-9

Body Length

5705mm

5705mm

Interior Length

5185mm

Travel Length

Touring

Outback

Body Length

5705mm

5705mm

5185mm

Interior Length

5185mm

5185mm

7050mm

7200mm

Travel Length

7050mm

7200mm

Travel Height

2530mm

2730mm

Travel Height

2530mm

2730mm

Interior Height

2115mm

2115mm

Interior Height

2115mm

2115mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

150kg

175kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

150kg

180kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1835kg

2100kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1850kg

2100kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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APPLIANCES
Air conditioning - Dometic Freshjet
(16ft and below)

-

-

Air conditioning - Truma Aventa comfort
(17ft only)
Air conditioning - Truma Saphir under bed

-

-

Cooktop - 4 burner/griller
(with flame failure device)
Cooktop - 4 burner/oven
(with flame failure device)
Fridge - Dometic AES RM2555 148L 3-way

-

Fridge - Thetford N3185 171L 3-way

-

Fridge - Thetford N504 169L 3-way^

-

-

-

-

Mattress - innersprings (n/a bunk beds)

Window shield - front with gas assisted
struts^

CONSTRUCTION

Shower - External including pop-up tent

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Solar system - 120W panel

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium
corners & seat framing

Table - external fold-out

Suspension - JTECH Independent Coil

Awning - Manual with LED strip light

-

-

-

-

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom
panels

-

-

Beds - liftup with storage & orthopaedic slats
(extending 150mm for double beds)

Coupling - shockproof swivel

-

-
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-

-

-

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16 with single spare

-

-

DX Outback
-

INTERIOR GENERAL

12 V - BMPRO Battery management system
with JHub app intergration
Bed converter to dinette seating area

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9kg fixed (2 x 9kg on internal
shower models)

Control panel - BMPRO JControl LED display
-

-

12 V - 100Ah AGM Battery
(standard on shower models)

Gas Bayonet

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

Wheels - 15” 235/75R15 with single spare

Wheels - 14” 185/70R14 with single spare
(215/70R15 to 16.67-4/5)

-

Boot - side entry with large storage

Gas Bottle - additional 9kg

Water tank - additional 82 Lt^ with guard
(non-shower models)

Wheel - cover for spare

COMFORT

Comfortable seating in genuine designer
leather & antibacterial seat foam

Water tank - 1 x 82L underfloor with guard
(2 x 82L shower models)

Water Tank - Grey Water^

Bike Rack - Rear-mounted^
Boot - front with large storage & gas strut assist

DX Touring

Ventilation - Pop Top tent window flyscreens

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail &
dent resistant

Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with
external speakers

Outback

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Suspension - axle & leaf springs

A-frame extended (300mm, model dependent)

Comfortable seating in durable designer
fabric & antibacterial seat foam

Touring
Wheels - nitrogen-filled

Microwave

TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)

DX Outback

Comfortable seating in leatherette &
antibacterial seat foam

EXTERIOR GENERAL

TV Sensor Pro

DX Touring

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Hot Water Service ^

TV Antenna - 12V power boosted

Outback

COMFORT (Continued)

Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with
insulation

-

Fridge - Thetford N304 91L 3-way

Touring

DX Outback

^ Model specific

DX Touring

Optional - Not available

Outback

Standard

Touring

JAYCO JOURNEY & JOURNEY DX POP TOP FEATURES

-

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers
Furrion Bluetooth Speaker Dock

-

-

DX Touring

DX Outback

Outback

Touring

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

-

-

INTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)
Power - 12V socket
Power point with intregrated USB port
Roof Hatch - 400mm x 400mm
Shower - modern design enclosed with
exhaust fan^
Tap - hand pump to sink (to non-shower models)
Tap - Mains pressure to sink
Toilet - ceramic bowl^
Water filtration system to sink
Windows - double-glazed Euro push style with
roller blinds
SAFETY

Stay connected with Sphere Wi-Fi system with
GPS locator
EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^
Camera - Reversing and/or rearview
Child restraints - top bunk^
Door - external triple lock with
security screen
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device
eZylevel levelling device
Water Filler - lockable

With the new JHub phone app you’ll always know how
much power and water you have left.*

New in 2019: instant hot-water system: never run out
of hot water again.^ Tapware may differ from shown.

M a r ke t- l ea din g in n ov ation .
^ selected models

| * within Bluetooth range | 15

JAYCO EXPANDA POP TOP
Family adventures made easy is the motto of the Jayco Expanda. Designed to sleep up to 8
people, the Jayco Expanda pop top cleverly uses available space for maximum storage and
comfort. Featuring two expandable double beds with innerspring mattresses at each end,
the Jayco Expanda offers a living space of a full-height caravan with the towing feel of a
standard compact pop top.
The Jayco Expanda models are built to last with multilayered, vacuum-bonded fibreglass
walls that are hail- and dent-resistant and offer great thermal and acoustic insulation.
The one-piece, double-stitched tent sections are made in Australia from 14 oz heavy-duty
local canvas.
Outback Upgrade: Considering going way off the beaten track? All Jayco Expanda pop tops
can be upgraded to an Outback model, featuring:
n

higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions

n

150mm chassis

n

JTECH independent coil suspension

n

120 W solar panel

n

AL-KO outback drop jacks

n

protective aluminium checkerplate on sides
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“We just love to escape the rat race. Campgrounds or free
camping - we can just pack up and go in our Expanda.
Love the fact that 10 minutes after arriving you are set
up to sit back, chill out and relax!!”
Ross Kelly, VIC

EVERYTHING A FAMILY NEEDS
Nothing fits like Jayco Expanda! Go away for weeks at a time with clever storage
solutions, plus generous space to cater for modern families.
Roof-mounted air conditioner is standard, and with two Jayco Expanda pop top models
available, you decide whether you would rather have an ensuite or more storage in your
RV. The kitchen includes a four-burner gas cooktop/griller and 150L three-way fridge
working on LP gas, 12 V DC or 240 V mains power.
Expanda pop tops come standard with innerspring mattresses in double beds, and you can
add optional bed-end privacy screens to separate yourself from the world for restful sleep.
NEW FOR 2019: Never run out of power or water: the new JHub phone app will monitor
water usage and battery’s estimated time to recharge as long as you have Bluetooth
connection.
POPULAR OPTIONS: Furrion TV/DVD and TV antenna mean you can reconnect with the
outside world - only if you want to! Or add Furrion Bluetooth/USB stereo package with
external speakers and take entertainment to the outdoors.

17.56-1

Smart use of space for spacious,
family-friendly living with
maximum comfort.

Clever bunks: fold up the top bunk to open
up the play space and convert the table
area into an extra bed at night.

Touring

Outback

17.56-2

Body Length

5660mm

5660mm

Interior Length

5200mm

Travel Length

Touring

Outback

Body Length

5660mm

5660mm

5200mm

Interior Length

5200mm

5200mm

7145mm

7025mm

Travel Length

7145mm

7025mm

Travel Height

2650mm

2850mm

Travel Height

2650mm

2850mm

Interior Height

2115mm

2115mm

Interior Height

2115mm

2115mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Travel Width

2470mm

2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

150kg

190kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

170kg

200kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1790kg

2060kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1890kg

2140kg

7945mm

7825mm

7945mm

7825mm

Open Length

Open Length

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL

INTERIOR GENERAL

Air conditioning - Truma Aventa comfort

A-frame extended (300mm, model dependent)

12 V - 100Ah Battery (standard on shower models)

Cooktop - 4 burner/griller (with flame failure device)

Awning - Manual with LED strip light

Fridge - Dometic RM2553 150L 3-way

Awning walls

12 V - BMPRO Battery management system with JHub
app intergration

Hot Water Service - Suburban 22L Gas/240V^
(Std shower models)

Boot - side entry with large storage

Microwave
Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with
external speakers

TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)
COMFORT
Comfortable seating in durable designer fabric &
antibacterial seat foam
Comfortable seating in genuine designer leather &
antibacterial seat foam
Comfortable seating in leatherette & antibacterial
seat foam

Mattress - innerspring (n/a bunk beds)
CONSTRUCTION
Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised
Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing

-

Control panel - BMPRO JControl LED display
Control panel - BMPRO JHub tablet display
Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers
Furrion Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

Power - 12V socket

Shower - External including pop-up tent

Power point with intregrated USB port

Solar system - 120W panel

Roof Hatch - 400mm x 400mm

Solar system - 160W panel

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan^

Solar System - 2 x 160W panels

Tap - Mains pressure to sink

Table - external fold-out

Water filtration system to sink

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Windows - double-glazed Euro push style with
roller blinds
SAFETY

Ventilation - tent windows flyscreens

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Water tank - 1 x 82L underfloor with guard
(2 x 82L shower models)

Door - external triple lock with security screen
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device

Water tank - additional 82L^ with guard

eZylevel levelling device

Water Tank - Grey Water^

Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation
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Coupling - shockproof swivel

Bed converter to dinette seating area

Tent section - One-piece, double-stitched, heavy-duty
canvas & Boltiflex vinyl

Fitted bed sheets

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant

-

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9kg fixed
(2 x 9kg on internal shower models)

TV Sensor Pro

Suspension - axle & leaf springs

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels

Gas Bayonet

TV Antenna - 12V power boosted

Suspension - JTECH Independent Coil

Bed - front and rear large parents bed (1360mm wide)

-

Wheels - 14” 185/70R14 with single spare

-

Wheels - 15” 235/75R15 with single spare

-

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16 with single spare

-

Wheels - nitrogen-filled

Water Filler - lockable

Outback

Touring

Outback

^ Model specific

Touring

Optional - Not available

Outback

Standard

Touring

JAYCO EXPANDA POP TOP FEATURES

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

BEST FOR FAMILIES

Never run out of power or water with the new JHub phone app monitoring your usage.
EASY LIVING

Awning with built-in LED strip to brighten up your outdoors.

150-litre three-way fridge will keep drinks cold and food fresh.

Ea s y t o t o w, f i t s t h e wh o l e f a mily.
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JAYCO CONSTRUCTION

SAFETY YOU
CAN TRUST
Safety Electronic
Stability Control
SAFETY FIRST, with optional Al-KO
electronic stability control
A Critical swerve or sway is detected.
B	Electronic Stability Control partially applies the RV
brakes. The caravan is pulled into line behind the
tow vehicle. The sway is stopped and the caravan
brakes are released.

Tough Frame

Suspension

Jayco’s vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall construction
technology is both stronger and lighter than the
conventional ‘timber & tin’ aluminium-clad caravan
walls. Built on lightweight aluminium frame for extra
strength and longevity, Tough Frame provides great
thermal and acoustic insulation.

Purpose-built to complement the Jayco Endurance
chassis, JTECH independent coil suspension delivers
greater stability, precise handling and increased ground
clearance for easy and safe towing.

A

B

Endurance chassis
Lightweight yet superstrong, our chassis are hot-dip
galvanised for lifelong protection against corrosion.
They feature Jayco Pressed Steel C-Section (PSC) floor
members which are lighter than conventional box
section steel, 300% stronger and resist bending by 175%.
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Aluminium frame
The furniture in your Jayco caravan is built on our
exclusive aluminium frame for strength and durability.

Nitrogen-Filled Tyres
Nitrogen keeps your tyres as cool as possible and
helps maintain a constant tyre pressure even in
hotter weather, reducing the risk of blowouts.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

External showers are ideal for rinsing off dirt and sandy feet before getting inside. And
great for washing dogs, too!

Solar panels will keep your batteries
charged when no power is available.

Take entertainment to the outdoors
with Furrion stereo package and
external speakers (Journey DX only).

TV antenna designed for RVs ensures
you’ll have TV reception when you
need it.

The best way to transport your two
wheels is on a rear-wall bike rack.^

Reversing cameras provide the best rear
vision for towing confidence and peace
of mind.

The external picnic table is perfect for
enjoying meals outside without bringing
along a portable table.
^ selected models
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WHY BUY JAYCO?

Buying a new van, trading in
or servicing the one you have,
for 44 years, Australians have

AUSTRALIAN MADE

BETTER VALUE

Designed and built by Australians, for
Australians to take on the Australian
terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the
Australian-made logo.

As the largest Australian RV manufacturer,
Jayco has a great buying power and passes
the savings on to our customers, delivering
more features for less.

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT

JAYCO CARE

GREAT RESALE VALUE

With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and
100+ service agents around the country,
Jayco’s support network is the most
comprehensive in Australia.

Jayco’s industry-leading customer care
comprises of 2-year manufacturing
warranty and 5-year structural
warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco
Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally
well and are considered to be a long-term
investment. To help you get the best value,
list your Jayco for free on jayco.com.au.

trusted Jayco with their
holiday memories.
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ABOUT JAYCO
Proudly Australian Made
For 44 years, Jayco has been helping Australians to have the best
caravanning and camping adventures. Caravans and camper trailers,
motorhomes and campervans, pop tops, off-road caravans and toy
haulers – there’s a Jayco for everyone.
Jayco is Australia’s largest recreational vehicle (RV) manufacturer. Our
vision is to lead the way in RV innovation, not only in Australia but on the
global stage. We listen and respond to what our customers need in their
RVs to make their holidays effortless.
Every aspect of a Jayco RV is engineered and validated by our Victoriabased Research & Development team. As part of the Jayco Testing
Programme, our innovative products undergo weeks of testing in lab
and real-life conditions before being released to market.
All our products are designed by Australians, with the harshest
Australian conditions in mind. Each Jayco is proudly made in Australia,
in our state-of-the-art factory in Dandenong, VIC.
Australia’s most recognised brand for quality and affordable RVs, Jayco
is a great success story of Australian manufacturing. Employing over
1,000 people, Jayco continues as a locally-owned family business.

“It’s clear that Jayco is one of Australia’s most impressive
manufacturers and takes great pride in producing a range of
the highest-quality products. We are just as proud to have
the Jayco brand aligned with the Australian Made logo.” –
Ben Lazzaro, Chief Executive, Australian Made Campaign Ltd
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OTHER PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Caravans

Jayco Camper Trailers

Jayco Sport & Adventure

JAYCO.COM.AU
1300 JAYCO RV

Jayco J-Pod

Jayco Motorhomes

Join our communities:
share your Jayco roadtrip with us
on Facebook and Instagram

Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd owns the copyright in this brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaptation is forbidden and will be
prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, the specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice.
©JAYCO 2019 PO Box 636 Dandenong VIC Australia 3175.

